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The neurinoma of the facial nerve is a rare tumor. The first case was described by Schmidt in 1930. The fact that 30 years later Miehlke could collect only 42 cases of intratemporal neurinoma of the facial nerve justifies the description of another case.

A 13-year-old girl had noticed a left side facial palsy for 4 months. The palsy had developed within a day. For 3 months she was treated by a neurologist with electrotherapy. After an initial improvement, the palsy had increased and the patient was referred to the otologist. At that time the palsy was complete. There was no pain. The patient did not volunteer any taste difficulty. Beside an acute middle ear infection 12 years ago, there was no history of ear trouble. Hyperacusis was not noted. There was no pain. The outer ear canal on the left side was squeezed as compared to the round shaped canal at the other side. The bony lining was intact. Both drum membranes were normal. The audiogram showed normal hearing on both ears. X-rays (Stenvers, Schüller, Mayer) showed normal temporal bones. The taste on the anterior two thirds of the left side of the tongue was disturbed.

At surgical intervention the superficial mastoid cells were normal. Between the horizontal canal and the stylomastoid foramen, abnormal tissue was found. It was granulationlike, red, soft and quick bleeding. The facial nerve lost itself diffuse in the tumor. Microscopy showed a neurinoma (Fig. 1).

In the tumor no facial nerve as such was recognizable, so it was resected to in the normal nerve. The middle ear mechanism and the outer ear canal could be preserved. A 30-mm-long graft, taken from the great auricular nerve, was inserted.

General

The neurinoma is a tumor of the peripheral nerve, and may be found in the spinal–as well as in the cranial nerve. One differentiates between the multiple neurinoma (as found in Recklinghausen’s “neurofibromatosis”) and the solitary neurinoma.
Neurinoma showing elongated cells with nuclear palisading and eddies. A peripheral nerve is partly ectodermal, partly mesodermal in origin. Ectodermal are myelin- and Schwann sheath. Mesodermal are epi-, peri- and endoneurium. Recklinghausen thought the “neurofibromatosis” mesodermal in origin. Verocay (1910), however, made plausible that the tumor is ectodermal; originating from primitive stages of the cells of the sheath of Schwann. On this basis he introduced the name neurinoma and claimed that fibro-neurinoma is a better name than neurofibroma. Despite the fact that multiple neurinoma nearly without connective tissue are described, usually a large quantity of connective tissue is found in the multiple neurinoma. Schmidt, Intratemporal Neurinoma of the Facial Nerve 129

Probably there is a close connection between multiple- and solitary neurinoma. Some authors, however, claim that a differentiation can be made on the basis of histology. Penfield b.e. says that in the multiple neurinoma the nerve fibres are found scattered through the tumor, while in the solitary neurinoma the nerve fibres are in the tumor capsule only. Most authors, however, reject this opinion and support the statement of Verocay that there is no sure histologic differentiation between multiple- and solitary neurinoma. This leads to the concept that both diseases are essentially the same. Graf defends that the solitary neurinoma is the most moderate and benign expression of Recklingh < aisen’s neuro-fibromatosis. Microscopy shows fibril forming, protoplasm poor cells in crossing bundles. The nuclei are dark coloured and frequently show a palisade arrangement or eddies and streams. Connective tissue may be abundant or scarce in quantity. Despite this rather characteristic histologic picture, disastrous misinterpretation as “sarcoma” has happened (Roos, Bijars and Ackermann).
As the development of a neurinoma in a cranial nerve containing only motor fibres is extremely rare, the chances are that a neurinoma of the facial nerve has its origin in the sensory fibres of this mixed nerve.

According to Miehlke, the most frequent origin of a solitary neurinoma is the acoustic nerve. The neurinoma of the n. trige-minus and facial nerve are rare, and the tumor in the n. oculomo-torius, n. accessorius und hypoglossic nerve is extremely rare.

**Symptoms and Signs**

The symptoms of the neurinoma of the facial nerve depend on the location of the tumor. Extratemporal neurinoma are mostly judged as tumors of the parotid. It should be noted that facial palsy is a relatively late sign in these cases (Maxwell, O'Keeie, Wade, Roos, Bijars and Ackermann).

Bogdasarian pointed out that in the petrous and vertical segments of the Falloppian canal the bony walls are more resistant to expansion than in the horizontal segment. Hence, the onset of paralysis may be earlier with a tumor in either of the former locations than with one in the latter location.

**Intratemporal Neurinoma of the Facial Nerve**

In the petrous segment only one proven case is known. It was described by Fehre. As a casual post mortem finding a small neurinoma, located in the internal meatus, completely surrounded by facial nerve tissue was identified. Possibly the tumor described by Tremble and Penfield, which was located along the course of the greater superficial petrosal nerve, just distal to the geniculum belongs to this group. The third and fourth case of Furlow and Walsh probably had their origin in the petrous segment of the facial nerve. However they might just as well have originated in the acoustic nerve.

Most facial nerve neurinoma that have been described, had their origin between the geniculate ganglion and the stylomastoid foramen. Hence, their were located either in the horizontal or the vertical portion of the nerve.

In 1937 Al†mann described the symptoms of the intratemporal facial nerve neurinoma based on seven cases, known in literature at that time. At least one of the cases on which the description was based (Case II from Al†mann 1937) was not a neurinoma. Today it would be named a chemodectoma or glomus jugulare tumor. However, in 1937 the papers of Guild and fiosenwasser still had to be written. The six cases that are left, probably were neurinoma of the vertical portion of the nerve.

In this paper the symptoms and signs as they are reported in the 45 case histories available to-day are given. Unfortunately the description of many cases is insufficient in some and sometimes in many respects.

14 cases have been described where it is clearly stated that the tumor had its origin in the horizontal part.

One of these was a casual finding at autopsy (Greifensteiï). In 19 cases there is no doubt that the tumor arose from the vertical portion of the intratemporal course of the facial nerve.

**Facial Paralysis**

Facial paralysis is mentioned in 35 cases. In only 3 cases a good functioning facial nerve is described (Lundren case I, Pou case I, and according to Lundgren the case of Skoog). That a small neurinoma may exist without any symptom and thus without a facial paralysis is also known from the case of Fehre, Plester and Wullstein.
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As the cause of the paralysis is a slow growing tumor, one might expect a gradual onset of the paralysis. This is mentioned 19 times. 8 times however, the paralysis appeared acute. (Altmann case III and IV, Kettel, 1946, Bloch and Aboulker, Graf, Dubs, McAuliffe, Curtin and Lanigan, and the case presented in this paper.) The explanation for this acute onset is obscure. It may be that a bleeding in the tumor is the cause.

Three times it is reported that (witching was the first facial symptom (Bogdasarian, Loeliger case II, Sarkar).

A temporary improvement of the paralysis is described 5 times (Grossman and Leidler, Kotyza, Graf, Dubs, and the case presented in this paper).

A 7-year remission is reported by Kettel (1946).

17 times it is mentioned that the taste in the anterior two thirds of the tongue was disturbed. Only three times (Grossman and Leidler, Furlow and Walsh case I, McAuliffe Curtin and Lanigan) it is stated that the taste was not disturbed. In most case histories this point is not mentioned. It should be realized that the fact that the patient did not notice taste difficulties does not mean that no disturbance could be found at examination.

Age and Sex Distribution

Fig. 2. Age distribution at the time of the first symptom of the intratemporal neurinoma of the facial nerve in 88 patients.

In 37 cases we are informed about the age on which the first symptom was noted. Figure 2 represents the age distribution of these cases. It shows that 75% of the patients were between 11 and 40 years old when the first symptom appeared. Altmann already mentioned that the tumor was usually found in young people (16–26 years old).

In 40 patients the sex was mentioned. 27 of them were female. This means that only 1 out of 3 cases is found in the male.

Tumor in Outer Ear Canal and Middle Ear

In most cases the tumor presented itself either in the outer ear canal or in the middle ear and frequently in both. Sometimes the tumor had grown from the middle ear to the outer ear canal, sometimes in the reversed direction (Pou, case I). Sometimes a polyplike tumor coming from the middle ear could be seen; sometimes the tumor presented as a polyp, originating in the outer ear canal, lateral from the tympanic membrane. Two cases have been described were the tympanic membrane and the outer ear canal were completely normal (Kettel, Cawthorne, case I, as described by Kettel in his monograph). In the case presented in this paper the outer ear canal seemed to be squeezed. The bony lining, however, was intact.
Deafness
28 times deafness is reported. Only 5 times normal hearing is stated (Kettel, 1946, Collins and Thomson, Cawthome case I, Furlow and Walsh case II, and the case presented in this paper). With a tumor growing in middle ear and outer ear canal, the deafness will probably have been of the conductive type. Unfortunately, however, information on this point is scarce. In some cases it is stated that the labyrinth was destroyed, the patient dizzy or that the deafness was of the perceptive type (Altmann case II, Williams and Pastore, Pou case II, Jongkees case II, cited by Kettel 1958).

Pain
It is said that these tumors usually do not cause pain. However, the case histories studied do not sustain this statement. 11 times it is reported that there was no pain; 12 times pain is reported (Grossman and Leidler, Altmann case II and III, Williams and Pastore, Bogdasarian, Kettel, Loeliger case I and II, Pou case I, thánér, Bloch and Aboulker, Kotyza).

X-ray Films
A destruction of the temporal bone, seen on the X-ray studies, is reported 14 times (Altmann case III and IV, Williams and Pastore, Roberts, Loeliger case I and II, Pou case II, Rainer, Bloch and Aboulker, Lemaître and Brautman, Jonkees case II as reported by Kettel in his monograph, Kotyza, Graf, McAuliffe Cur-tin and Lanigan). Actually, a destruction is what one might expect from a tumor, located in the temporal bone and growing by expansion. However, frequently no evidence of the tumor was found on the X-ray films (Altmann case II, Bogdasarian, Kettel 1946, Lundgreen, Furlow and Walsh case IV, Dubs, and the case presented in this paper).

The Specimen
A specimen that did not show a neurinoma was reported several times (Schroeder, Altmann case II, Williams and Pastore, Roberts). Sometimes a completely different diagnosis was made (epidermoid cyst in the case of Schmidt 1930, Leiomyoma in the case of Grossman and Leidler). The tumor described by Guttman and Simon was named neurofibrosarcoma by one pathologist and neurofibroma by another.

Findings at Surgical Intervention
The tumor is reported ranging from small, nearly without any destruction of other structures (like in Plester’s second case) to big, extending in the middle cranial fossa (Schroeder, McAuliffe Curtin and Lanigan) or with destruction of the labyrinth (Jonkees case II as reported in Kettel’s monograph) or with invasion in the soft tissues of the neck (Jonkees, Pou case II, Loeliger case I).

The colour of the tumor has been described as red, yellowish, whitish and dark brown. Red was the tumor found by Kotyza and

Discussion
As differential diagnoses chronic middle ear infection, chemo-dectoma, carcinoma and epidermoid tumor should be mentioned. Rare tumors such as meningeoma within the Fallopian canal (Cawthorne as reported by Kettel in his monograph), sarcoma (Kettel 1930) and neurinoma of the vagal nerve in the jugular foramen presenting itself in the middle ear (Plester) may make the diagnosis impossible before the operation. However, a good representative specimen should produce the correct diagnosis. Beside this it should be borne in mind that every “Bells palsy” can be caused by a neurinoma of the facial nerve. The diagnosis Bells palsy was named “dangerous” by van Oppenraay and “misused” by Walsh. Reading the 45 case histories of the intratemporal neurinoma of the facial nerve, one would like to add the statement that there is no excuse to stay out a “Bells palsy” that lasts longer than four to six weeks.

Clinical Picture
On the basis of the above-mentioned data one might describe the clinical picture of the intratemporal neurinoma of the facial nerve as follows:
The intratemporal neurinoma of the facial nerve is a rare tumor. 75% of the patients is between 10 and 40 years old, but the tumor can be found in very young children.
Two of every three patients are female.
The most common first symptom is not facial paralysis. This may start gradually, but an acute onset is uncommon.
The next common finding is a tumor in the outer ear canal or in the middle ear. The tumors of the vertical portion usually presents themselfs in the outer ear canal; the tumors of the horizontal part start to invade the middle ear and may produce a swollen or even bulging eardrum.
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Due to these growth in the conductive system, the next common symptom is impaired hearing. Pain is frequently found; usually however it is due to secondary infection.
In advanced cases the tumor can invade all adjacent structures, like middle and posterior cranial fossa, the soft tissues of the neck and the labyrinth.

Therapy and Prognosis
Despite attempts of radiotherapy (Schroeder, Grossman and Leidler, Altmann case II, Williams and Pastore) it is generally accepted now that therapy should be exclusively surgical. The prognosis as far as life is concerned is very good, because the solitary neurinoma does not turn maligne. The facial nerve usually will have to be sacrificed. Immediate repair by nerve grafting is obligatory (Ballance and Duel).

Summary
The intratemporal facial nerve neurinoma is a rare tumor. Up till now only 44 cases have been described in literature. An additional case is presented in this paper. The symptoms and signs produced by the tumor are discussed on the basis of the data found in the description of these 45 cases.
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Peripheral facial palsy (Munksgaard, Copenhagen 1958).
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